Introduction

Roughly 12 million people world-wide are stateless, citizens of no-place, with no legal rights except under international law and the law of the country where they find themselves.\(^1\) Some are refugees from wars. Others have been forced from their homes by governments determined to expel their ethnicity.

Among the best known are the Rohingya people, expelled by their homeland, Myanmar, a UN Member State. Myanmar has expelled virtually all two million Rohingya from its territory in 2017.

The failure of the international community to deal with the crisis within and around Myanmar has caused a host of problems. But there is an avenue for the international community to act.\(^2\) The forced deportation of the Rohingya from Myanmar to Bangladesh has attracted international attention because of work the United Nations has pursued regarding the legality of the expulsion of aliens from state territory within international legal norms. Much of the recent UN work on the subject of these legal frameworks centers on balancing the legal human rights of those expelled with the legal sovereignty of UN Member States.

Stateless people, which usually means people denied citizenship and legal rights in the country of their birth, are a major problem for the international community. Some UN Member States want international human rights law extended to ensure no one can be expelled from any country without recourse to legal remedies. Other UN Member States want to preserve the sovereign right to kick out large numbers of people who they think are not part of their nation, who are not their people. And between are those who want to protect minorities abroad, but also want to have the right to expel particular people, especially insurgents and terrorists.

Another aspect of the issue are former combatants for Islamic State and their families, many of whom lost their citizenship when they traveled to Syria to support the Islamic State. Tens of thousands are stuck in camps in Syria and Iraq. Their home countries refuse to take
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\(^1\) Matt Davis, “There are 12 million stateless people in the world. Who are they? Big Think, 26 August 2019, https://bigthink.com/politics-current-affairs/stateless-people

them back, fearing future terrorist attacks. What becomes of them?³

Recent UN resolutions show the difficulty of resolving the issue.⁴ Balancing issues of state power and minority protection has been a flagship issue for the UN stretching back to the League of Nations. The UN has continually recognized the importance of the protection of minorities in states across the world in order to prevent state-sanctioned genocide and abuse. This UN objective of minority protection has been pursued through the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and other human rights initiatives. However, UN action requires the commitment of states across its membership in order to achieve its objectives and the status of minority expulsion explored in the case of is no different.

Since 2000, the UN has crafted a framework regarding the expulsion of aliens from states, adopting a bifurcated legal perspective on individuals states can legally expel from their borders and those that are protected under international law. Essentially, the argument put forth is that states need to have options to remove individuals or groups from their borders who do not have a legal right to remain within those borders in compliance with national and international legal norms, commonly derived from criminal or terrorist activity.⁵ However, these contentions for the protection of the rights of states to expel aliens from their borders have taken on new meaning in light of the problems of the current framework as demonstrated by the case of the Rohingya, climate refugees in Africa, and the complex issues within the migration crises in the United States and Europe.

Given the UN’s mandate to protect minority rights could be challenged or reified through effective international norm-setting on expulsion regulations and law, adjusting UN legal norms to better address complex issues surrounding deportation is necessary to nip potential issues in the bud.


History

The need to protect minority rights and to ensure there are some protections for them within the international system has been a thread for UN action since the establishment of the organization in the aftermath of the Second World War on the foundation of the League of Nations. Though the concept of deportation is not a new one it is important to note the legal norms surrounding deportation in the modern sense of the UN lay at the junction of human rights and problems of a new millennium. Key
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aspects of the League have carried over into the UN’s work on human rights and that foundational experience has shaped UN policy in the 21st century, especially regarding issues of expulsion of aliens.

## Statelessness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total population</th>
<th>12 million[1] (2018, est.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regions with significant populations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia and the Pacific</td>
<td>1,582 million registered[2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>715,089 registered[2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>570,534 registered[2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East and North Africa</td>
<td>372,481 registered[2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Americas</td>
<td>2,480 registered[2]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Historically, issues of expulsion and minority treatment were of paramount importance for the League of Nations due to the cross cutting of national groups as empires collapsed following the First World War. While expulsion was certainly not a regular occurrence, states still clamored to protect the rights of foreign citizens and sought to develop mediation practices to protect the rights, property, and movements of those peoples. These actions made up the bulk of the League’s work and were one of the principle items carried over into the United Nations when it was founded in the Treaty of San Francisco. This framework of minority recognition would lead into other human rights avenues following the establishment of the UN.

The work the UN has done on human rights and codifying the legal norms of the international system amount to some of the most important work the organization has pursued regarding the expulsion of aliens from states, particularly in regards to the establishment of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The UNDHR is a critical aspect of the international legal regime for establishing minority rights for those states that have recognized the document, and in the case of the expulsion of aliens creates a ground floor for their rights in consideration of prevailing international legal norms regarding items such as asylum and the settlement of refugees. Importantly, when it comes to the expulsion of aliens the desires of states needs to be recognized as well.

This area of policy consideration is no different than any other engaged in by the UN for state compliance and policy making, as the organization relies on ready compliance to develop a workable structure for expulsion. Particularly, all major UN frameworks on the prospects of the expulsion of states prioritize the handling of international law and domestic legal codes, while providing for certain exceptions for the variety of cases the UN has deemed it necessary to develop regulations to protect minorities residing within states. Current UN rules provide for the protection of groups from group expulsion, outline the process of expulsion, legal definitions for such action, and a variety of smaller protections to prevent genocide. All-in-all, the provisions for the expulsion of aliens as put forward by the UN provide a groundwork for providing states legal steps to expel aliens while providing aliens
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7 Cottrell, M. P. (2019). ‘The League of Nations — the U.N.’s predecessor — was born 100 years ago this month’, *The Washington Post*, 10 June 2019, [https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/06/10/league-nations-uns-predecessor-was-born-years-ago-this-month/](https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/06/10/league-nations-uns-predecessor-was-born-years-ago-this-month/)

residing in states some rights and protections under international law.

**Current Problem**

For all of the provisions and protections granted under the UN system for the expulsion of aliens, there exist persistent problems for the UN. Particularly, since formal discussions of the establishment of a UN framework on the expulsion of aliens began in the early 2000s the legal regime has developed in ways which have compounded some issues related to expulsion in warfare and terrorism. In the midst of this though persist problems associated with forcible expulsions of minorities, stateless peoples, and other migrants.

Initially, the existing legal regime on the expulsion of aliens from the UN possesses three prominent holes within the norms it proposes regarding expulsion from states involved in warfare and terrorism. First, the norms adopted by the UN in 2014 fail to fully describe issues pertaining to the expulsion of individuals residing within states actively involved in conflict warfare. Specifically there exists ambiguity regarding if states are able to expel nationals from any state they are actively engaged in combat with or any other provisions for states in the midst of warfare.9 Furthermore, the UN’s norms also fail to address national security considerations related to terrorism from refugee groups in consideration to domestic legal norms or systems.10 Developing cohesion between national and international legal norms on this specific issue is especially pressing in the context of refugees fleeing intense guerilla or terrorist activity, as states fled to could potentially claim all refugees from a specific state to be a national security risk and thus expel based on domestic national security argumentation rather than in accordance of international legal norms in conjunction with domestic law.11

While the UN legal norms on the expulsion of aliens discusses various avenues of protection for minority and threatened groups, it still falls short in addressing critical areas of protection. Recent developments in Myanmar demonstrate a need to address critical areas of mass expulsion as it allows for the expulsion of groups of individuals predicated on the compliance with existing articles and the domestic legal norms, leaving open a grey area for consideration within expulsion in consideration with the above flaws if a specific group is considered to be a national security risk.12 In the context of state expulsion especially, this becomes a risk in the context of the vast amount of stateless peoples throughout the global system as they lack any kind of legal protections or advocates outside of the UN, which lacks substantial teeth even in the context of the compliance structure of the UN. The burden of proof for expulsion for the UN is relatively low within the current structures of the UN, leaving open the possibility of abuse regarding expulsions of aliens from states. This is further complicated with the varying amount of stateless individuals within Eastern European states following the 2014 Ukrainian Crisis given Russia’s militarization of those groups. Essentially, the laxness of current UN regulations leaves itself open for abuse as seen in the case of the Rohingya where thousands have been expelled from Myanmar and sent to neighboring countries, with some deportations of refugees back to Myanmar from India making headlines.13

10 Ibid., 81
11 Ibid., 81

12 Ibid., 80-81
Role of the United Nations

As the critical actor when it comes to international legal norms and regulations, the UN has a vested interest in developing a cohesive framework to ensure individuals rights are protected and to prevent the abuse of minority groups throughout the international system. The responsibility the UN has to protect minority rights coupled with building international legal norms all states possess a stake within makes up a primary role for the United Nations to commit to developing a workable and enforceable legal code.

Developing a set of legal codes has been a principle objective of the UN for years, and in the meantime plays a critical role in enabling minority groups and individuals wrongfully expelled to have a forum to address abuses.

The most prominent way the UN has been involved in these developments remains efforts to develop a resolution from years of reports, research, and negotiations. While work in this area has borne fruit for the UN regarding a series of resolutions that have been accepted and critical publications providing information necessary to understand developments regarding the movements of peoples and their potential expulsion from host countries, the UN’s work on issues regarding the motivators for migration is critical for understanding the future of migration. These reports are critical for the development of local and regional responses to the movements of peoples in addition to enabling an understanding of problems as they arise. From a broad perspective then, this fosters international cooperation to discuss issues of expulsion and how the various members of the UN are addressing those issues, with much of the General Assembly action on the issue boiling down to support for further research on the subject for members to make informed decisions on expulsion. Unfortunately, this focus on research has not produced any significant results beyond research, leading the last two outcomes of the research of the International Law Commission to be General Assembly votes to continue discussion on the topic for future sessions.

Still, the desire of the UN to protect minority and migrant rights has led to the establishment of several compacts to preserve those rights. Compacts like the Global Compact for Migration and the Global Compact on Refugees establish strong baselines for how states should interact with aliens residing or seeking residence within states. Combined, these two compacts provide mechanisms for states and the UN to provide worthwhile solutions on issues of integration, state return, mitigation of harmful drivers of migration, and make migration safer. While not perfectly aligned within all considerations of expulsion, these two compacts coupled with the UNDHR provide a substantial grounding for most interactions on the expulsion of aliens states are likely to come across despite not fully addressing issues of expulsion itself. Discussing the rights of migrants creates some workable foundations for national policies and legal systems while enabling states to meet in international forums to discuss developments within specialized areas. Finally, given the heavy consideration of national security concerns the UN Global Counter-Terrorism
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Coordination Compact enables states to work with the UN on issues regarding terrorism, specifically on issues and measures to improve state ability to prevent terrorism.\textsuperscript{18} Taken as a whole, these various agencies offer an interesting blend of areas of consideration regarding legal perspectives on the development of the intersection of national security, migrant rights, and the prevention of abuse on peoples that offers insight into potential areas of consideration of the strengthening of legal regimes regarding the expulsion of aliens.

**Previous UN initiatives on the Issue\textsuperscript{19}**

Over the past twenty years the UN has developed a series of successes when it comes to the issue of expulsion of aliens, though those successes have largely been confined to the committee. Since the declaration of the pursuit of research on the expulsion of aliens the UN has developed a series of international agreements, resolutions, and draft documents to craft a framework for international law. Several significant areas for consideration on previous UN action are listed below.

**UN General Assembly resolution 59/41 (2004)** gave credence to the International Law Commission to fully engage with the topic of the expulsion of aliens from an international legal perspective in order to develop a workable international regime.\textsuperscript{20} Coupled with UNGA resolution 55/152 and UNGA 56/82, these three resolutions laid the foundations for the International Law Commission to pursue regarding the expulsion of aliens from states.\textsuperscript{21} In particular, these agreements gave the Commission the green light to pursue additional research to develop international legal codes on the expulsion of aliens along with the full blessing of the General Assembly.

**UN General Assembly resolution 62/66 (2007)** carries over much of the efforts to coordinate within the international community on the issue of the expulsion of aliens. This resolution serves to draw particular importance on several key issues for the International Law Commission, notably on the expulsion of aliens, and invites governments within the UN to work with the Commission to develop legal norms for action and research.\textsuperscript{22}

**Draft Articles on the Expulsion of Aliens 2014** serve as an initial iteration on the regulations regarding the expulsion of aliens research thread from the International Law Commission, serving as a first draft on critical issues pertaining to the topic and adopted in 2014.\textsuperscript{23} Drawing on a host of legal norms within the UN, this document outlines critical areas for consideration on the topic and draws particular attention to where the limitations of states reside on issues of alien expulsion.


\textsuperscript{21} International Law Commission. (2015, July 15).


\textsuperscript{23} United Nations. (2014). *Draft articles on the expulsion of aliens*. 
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Country and Bloc Positions

Canada has become a top destination for asylum seekers, refugees, and migrants from across the world for the 21st century. This status as a prime destination for settlement has not wholly carried over into the realm of the expulsion of aliens from Canadian territory though, with Canada famously not accepting refugees attempting to cross the US border in 2020 and early resumption of deportations in the midst of the Coronavirus Pandemic. In terms of international law, Canada has pushed forward international codes through a series of international court cases regarding expulsion and cultivated a ubiquitous reputation of being unflinching on issues of expulsion.

China has maintained the importance of state sovereignty while also pushing for more concrete phrasing from the International Law Commission on the expulsion of aliens. Primarily pursued to strengthen the legal framework pursued by the Commission, Chinese perspectives take issue with some key areas for the protection of minority groups within the international system regarding expulsion, extradition, and detainment.

The European Union represents a complex body on the issue of the expulsion of aliens. Ostensibly the variety of treaties making up the foundation of the European Union provide a ready framework for the expulsion of aliens, often prohibiting a variety of expulsion based on human rights concerns and provisions regarding the protection of refugees; however, the EU also has had increasing anti-immigration sentiment within a host of its members. Thus, in terms of international legal codes, the EU is moving in a direction towards the establishment of solid international law but remains subject to domestic inclinations as to what can be done.

The Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) represents another interesting area of consideration within the frameworks of the UN. The 120 Member States of the UN’s largest voting bloc includes most countries of Africa, Latin America, South and Southeast Asia. A bulk of the states within it view the strengthening of international legal regimes regarding the expulsion of aliens to be strengthened alongside other legal norms of the UN regarding the protection of human rights. In particular, many of these states argue for a substantial need for clarity for when, where, and how these legal regimes on expulsion are to be applied and enforced. Overall, the movement is focused on the development of a more concrete balance between state sovereignty and the protection of human rights.
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The United States has maintained a course for the development and compliance with international norms and obligations concerning international law on the expulsion of aliens historically. The U.S. government has maintained a commitment to maintaining the right to expel certain aliens from its borders while maintaining protections for those seeking asylum. Since the 2016 Presidential Election though, the U.S. has become known for harsh immigration practices including expulsions of aliens and gained international notoriety because of the treatment of asylum seekers, refugees, and migrants.\(^{28}\) Still, the U.S. remains committed to developing international norms and working with the U.N. to codify international law within the Commission. The impact of the 2020 election on this issue remains to be seen.

Some Proposals for Action

The subject of the proper expulsion of aliens from states is something of interest to all members of the United Nations, as each state desires to maintain their own authority over their borders. Still, the international community and the UN have a mandate to protect minorities, refugees, and stateless peoples from abuse. What follows are some possibilities for UN action:

- **Create expulsion criteria specific to national security**, the expulsion of terrorists and other national security threats makes up a bulk of state arguments against new international law codes. Working with a new set of definitions specific to national security may help address those concerns.

- **Establish regional compacts on expulsion** to create tailored solutions to problems for specific states regarding the expulsion of aliens from states.

- **Modify international legal norms to empower states** to expel aliens in all cases in order to preserve state sovereignty without restriction other than from existing refugee compacts.

- **Develop a cadre of international expulsion lawyers** to preserve the rights of all aliens threatened with expulsion no matter the country to work within domestic legal systems.

- **Codify a new international body to handle all migration issues** as the continual shopping out of issues regarding the movement of peoples has simply become too legally confusing for states to engage in. A few years of activity from a new parent organization could provide important insight for future legal codes.

- **Do nothing**, make states who expel people and leave them stateless happy. It’ll all sort itself out in bilateral agreements and with a majority of shipping lanes being in international water the likelihood of enforcement issues popping up isn’t that big of a problem!
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